Glen Atkinson

Killing the Creator God
These last few years has seen my personal journey move from a believer in the creator God, to seeing
creation as an inevitable result of movement, over a long period of time. It has been an interesting journey,
and one I now see is an archetypal adventure of the modern thoughtfully educated human. I even wonder if
this might be ‘the revelation’ for the Aquarian Age.
Just as in the Age of Pisces, were Christ as the ’avatar of the age’ said we needed to develop our own
relationship to the creator God, glorified with all sorts of fantastical traits, - a classical Piscean view, due to it
being ruled by both Jupiter and Neptune ( big dreams of loosing oneself in the Universal ALL), - so during the
Aquarian Age, the message for this age should be characteristic of the basic Aquarian traits, which are cold
hard facts, regardless of the consequences. But more of this later………but first the journey.
There are several stages on this journey, and in a world where over 80% of the population still believe in the
father creator God in one form or another, it can seem like a lonely and sometimes scary path. But a path
that any thoughtful person will find themselves upon. I say 80%, as many westerners have already ‘ killed
the creator God’, but so have the Buddhists, some 2500 years ago.
If this is an archetypal journey, then my experience may therefore have elements that others will encounter,
and thus my story may be of some value to those travelers. I did not realize how ‘common’ my experience
was until I saw a recent movie about, the Aquarian, Charles Darwin’s struggle with the writing of the ‘Origin
of Species’. This book is the first modern western book to truly kill the creator God, as it showed the
observerable truth that evolution has occurred as a result of many small adjustments over a very long period
of time. The real message of this movie though was that his task was not done lightly or without tremendous
soul struggle. Given he was the first western academic to walk this path in modern times, he did so on the
background of 2000 years of christian cultural foundation. So not only was his community unsupportive, but
his very devout wife continually confronted him with the fear and guilt of the eternal damnation, the
Christians churches have traded upon for centuries.
It is well known that Darwin’s struggle with this question, of ‘killing God’, lead to his procrastination for so
long, that someone else published the idea before he did, and that he could have lost the honor of being the
developer of his idea, if not for a gentleman's agreement to jointly publish.

His struggle was not just

intellectual, it effected his health and nearly lead to his early death.
Thus this is not a journey taken lightly. So while he was an early traveler of this path, each of us must make
this journey ourselves and still alone, with the real soul questions no less difficult or confronting than in
Darwin’s time.
To the emotional and uneducated mind, a creator God, answers all the questions of life very nicely. There is a
warm father who is responsible for everything, and we just need to submit to ‘his’ overarching plan, that we
have little knowledge of. If we live a good moral life all will be well, we hope. If not this lifetime then in the
next, or when we get to heaven, maybe. If bad things happen, its all Gods unknowable will and our faith in
his righteousness will certainly bring us back into his good graces.

It is a very nice simple view that lacks

any self responsibility, personal destiny, choice or knowledge. We are the great cosmic victim.
And then comes knowledge, which is the cornerstone of the Aquarian world view. We will all have our own
path of knowledge, but slowly we will accumulate certain facts about our world. Astronomy has made huge
advancements in recent decades. What we could only imagine, even 40 years ago,

is now proven. The

Universe in which we live is enormous, and appears to have been going about its spiraling movements for at
least 15 billion years. It is not difficult to extend this to hundreds of billions of years, once we realize the big
bang was only the most recent in a ever continuing series of big contractions and big expansion events. How
many would you like? Thus there is enough order arising from simple movement, and there is enough time,
that movement itself will lead to the electro magnetic organization of complex manifest forms, we have in
front of us. This is feasible, and leads to the conclusion that

“The Universe is big enough and organized

enough to be God”.
My path, as an enthusiastic Astrologer, has taken these astronomical truths and reflected them back upon
life, to see how these macrocosmic formative principles and very real planetary phenomena, can be seen in
the physical manifestations of life and the events we experience. After some 40 years of these personal
observations, (which conform with the previous 5000 years of other humans observations) I am in no doubt

of the direct relationship of physical events manifesting as a result of the electro magnetic resonance’s,
influenced by the movements and relationships of the planets of our solar system.
This experience ‘chops off’ Gods hands. Matter follows electro magnetic resonance. Move the planets within
our solar system ‘onion’ and so the matter will change. Luckily the movement of the planets are predictable,
and thus the changes of matter become predictable. Hummm, so this would make ‘God’ predictable, which is
not in his job description.
Along more traditional paths of study, we find physics and especially chemistry. Here we find some solid laws
of motion, energy and interaction of physical substances that provide the ‘Lego blocks’ of manifestation. Add
Geology and Biology and the evidence stacks up, that time has been a major player in the world around us.
Added together, and the ’independent’ creator God, beyond electro magnetism, hypothesis, does not have a
leg to stand upon.
We have drunk so much from the ‘Tree of Knowledge’ that anyone can follow the dots to the inevitable
conclusion that there is little need for a creator God, and even if there ever was one, ‘he’ has not been seen
or needed for some billions of years.
But with the death of the creator God a few issues arise. With the lose of God’s divine plan is there also a lose
of meaning, lose of morality, is there a lose of a plan, a purpose to it all?
This is a very bleak period on the journey.

Loosing Faith
A very significant moment in the Darwin movie. was when Darwin was consulting a doctor about his illness
and as the consultation was coming to an end the doctor said, that Darwin would not get over his malady
until he re-found his faith. In the movie this hangs there unresolved. Paracelsus also makes a strong case for
the healing benefits of faith. It would be very easy to say that, the doctor was suggesting he needed to refind
his faith in the creator God, however my experience of the journey suggests, he was saying he needed to
refind his faith in the intelligence of the Universe. We need faith in something. We can not exist and gain
motivation for our daily tasks when there is only a black hole of nothingness in front of us.
While we have killed the creator God, we have not killed the Universe, or the Galaxies, or the Earth or all life
upon it. It is all still there. The Universe is big enough to be God. We are not killing reality, we are only killing
the belief, that this reality around us was created by some personal being, who had some willful plan within
which we are but a puppet. The Universe and its inherent order and intelligence of movement is still there.
We are not being asked to loose our faith in existence, just our faith that ‘God the father is doing it to us.’
There still are huge forces and activities way beyond our control. We are still a speck of cosmic dust, upon a
compost heap in the middle of a vast space. None of this changes. But, what we do have now, is the
knowledge of the mechanisms and processes of

existence. We know and can consciously manipulate the

atoms at the foundation of matter, we can consciously adjust life processes, both physically and energetically,
and we can move beyond our planet into space, and predict many of the coming events of life. Just as it is
natural in the development of the normal human that they must psychologically ‘kill their mother and father’,
so that they can become an independent and self empowered individual, so humanity has reached a stage
where we have enough facts, that we can now ‘kill’ the creator God. But in taking this step we can still
appreciate our tiny place in the huge creation that surrounds us.

What about the other ‘Gods’
You may have noticed I have emphasized the death of the ‘Creator God’, as I do not yet see any need to kill
off all the other intermediate ‘Gods’. I am not advocating nihilistic atheism. This is really a discussion about
the order of creation. IF there is a creator God then we have an all ruling ‘father’. However when we have
creation arising from a undifferentiated chaotic energetic field of electrons, that moves towards order via the
increasing complexity of movement,

then we have a process where movement firstly begins to organize

quantum particles, until a defined electro magnetic field being, I call a Torusian Individuality, becomes a self
sustaining atom of Hydrogen. These atoms accumulate into larger and larger Torusian Individualities until the
pressure at the center ignites the Hydrogen and we have a Sun. This Sun is then beaming resonating force
outwards from itself, constantly, relatively evenly and for a very long period of time. This electro magnetic
impulse acts as a standing wave, in all other EM Torusian Individualities. Paracelsus (The acknowledged
father of modern medicine ) commented, in the 16th century, that every species on Earth is sourced from a

star, because of this reality.

We now identify organizing principles as ‘intelligence’. Given now, that we

have identified that there are as many stars as there are grains of sand in the Sahara deserts, we must
observe ourselves as being at the center of an ocean of incoming ‘willful’ and intelligent impulses. These are
the ‘Formative Forces’, the ’faithful’ associate with ‘beings’.
When we come to Earth, again we find that everything here, from the particles of matter to ALL of the life
forms, are also energetic Torusian Individualities. Everything has a magnetic field. Everything is energetic
and thus everything is interactive with each other. By simply observing ourselves, we see that we are an
immensely complex accumulation of individual cells organized into a sentient, conscious, intelligent being
that has developed to the stage of comprehending our environment, to such a degree, as to say ‘we are the
universe comprehending itself’.
The key point is, that as an energetic Torusian Individual, made upon the same model as everything else in
the Universe, we are proof that beings do exist within Torusian Individuals (TI). Thus it is fair to assume
that every other TI, and the energetic layers within these ‘beings’, no matter how big or small, may house
a ‘being’ of some nature. Not physically the same as us, but certainly energetically similar.
When we look into the various religious theologies, we find a common story of a hierarchy of 9 orders of
‘spiritual beings’ involved in our immediate creation. The order as described by Christians goes Angels,
Arch-Angels, Archai, Sprits of Movement , Spirits of Time , Spirits of Space, Thrones, Seraphim and
Cherubim. These are the same ‘Gods’ as the Greeks and Romans identified, but with different names. Close
inspection reveals that these ‘beings’ are openly related to the planetary spheres of our solar system.
Various mythologies have given these beings different names. The real point is though, that these are
planetary beings, not star beings. So within our theologies we have given great emphasis to our immediate
brother and sister ‘compost heaps’, and their energetic shells, without even acknowledging the billions of
stars who are indeed the real energetic sources of our creation. The stars are the ‘creator gods’ we need to
look to, while the ‘planetary beings’ will always be the astral ‘hand maidens’ , who help the ‘will of the stars’
to be adapted to the needs of the time and environment.
So if we can exist, as a manifestation of a series of Torusian Individualities all existing within one another,
then all those star beings out there sure can have the status as ‘Gods’. But not God the father, a Being who
stands beyond electro magnetism. All the ‘ star and planetary Gods’ of our culture, are beings of electro
magnetism, they are interactive with all else, they are beings of movement and time. They may have a
plan, they may have a will, but we can be sure that this plan does unfold according to the laws of physics,
astronomy, chemistry and astrology. So we can observe it, we can interact with it, and we can to some
degree be self determinate within it. Steiner had a interesting compromise, when he said ‘for humans to
exercise freedom the Gods have withdrawn back to their planetary realms and can now only act when the
planetary relationships were such for their workings.’ Talk about having your cake and eating it too.
Nevertheless he acknowledged that ‘the Gods’ are not free to do as they wish.

What no Morality?
It is not uncommon for religious faith to be presented as the necessary cornerstone of morality. That
somehow our sole motivation for goodness, comes from our fear of a vengeful God who will smite us, if we
are not nice people. Without a hell to fear we will become ‘evil’.
Naturally I refute this premise, as goodness, kindness, trust and love towards others is a personal choice,
that can be made simply because I want to, and it makes life easier. Having no Creator father God, does
not take away the obvious law of cause and effect, where actions cause reactions. The truths about the role
of energy in the creation of our reality, do not cease because God is dead. Energy sets up patterns that
accumulate and magnetically attract its similar, so rest assure what you put out will indeed be what you get
back, but not because of Gods will, but because of electro magnetic law.
Without the creator God, we are responsible for ourselves, we become our own moral compass. This
appears to be the natural and necessary next step of human evolution. If we see the message of Christ, as
the message of the Piscean age, which is now ending, then we can expect that what he was suggesting as a
potential for humanity, will now be manifest in each of us. Thus when he says, form a direct relationship
with the Universe, and be nice to others, then we can expect that this realization of ourselves as intimately
linked with creation, is available to us all, now. With this relationship we are internalizing our responsibility
to be ‘with the universe’. As the ‘Universe is always on time’ , the only question we need to ask, is whether
we are with its time or not? Whether we are nice to people or not, is our choice.

All of this, until now, has been motivated by our fear of a wrathful father. Once we ‘kill the father’ our
motivation has to be internalised, and arise out of our personal responsibility. We are ultimately moving
towards being responsible, conscious, creator beings ourselves, - at the end of the Age of Capricorn - and this
’Aquarian’ stage is just one step along this process. The next stage is to reach the ‘conscious creator’ stage,
and we need to have the personally responsible part in place before that……….

Becoming conscious
Life is not random, it does not just happen to you, it is electro magnetic, and as such manifestation occurs
because of the movement of our electro magnetic environment. The largest moving parts of this environment
are the planets, which luckily, are completely predictable. So if you wish to gain a sense of why things are
occurring in your life, the first step is to look to the planets. Firstly through observing your birth chart, which
is your personal EM wiring chart, and then look to how the planets in the sky are relating to this pattern.
Beyond that the predictive methods of secondary progressions and solar arc progressions are very useful next
steps, to seeing the exact timing of events in your life. Once you have explored this avenue and are no longer
able to see the events and questions of your life, mirrored back to you, in fine detail, let me know.
My other writings clarify, I am fully aware of the potential for the human to be free of these astral planetary
influences, by becoming consciously centered in the Spirit.

However, life’s events, lessons and past life

karma, and even the future events all come to us through the planets. While Spirit objectivity is our goal,
how can you be objective with your astral body, when you do not know what is astral, and what is spirit. The
best way is to look at how the planets are affecting you, so you can objectify your astrality. For the modern
human, Astrology is the easiest way this can be attained with surety and in fine detail.
The energy equation in Astrology is enormously in your favor. The quality of the information you get back, for
the amount of effort you put in, is hugely on your side. Especially when we see 80% of anything can be
achieved with 20% of the energy needed to achieve 100%. So an impressionists view of what is coming
towards you is quite enough. It is impossible (and unwise) to predict 100% of an outcome, but having a 80%
suggestion before an event arrives, provides a very good hint as to where to be looking, with a watchful eye
still open for what else might be coming as well.
No longer is Astrology a thing only for the educated, there are several excellent websites, where all manner
of Astrological information can be attained for free, and equally as much information available about how to
use this information. We no longer have any excuses for not knowing, who we astrally are, or what our tasks
in life are, and when the ‘big events’ will occur. It is all there and its all free. Ignorance is now a choice, just
as being with the universe and being nice to others, is.
Aquarius is made up of the qualities of Male, Fixed, Air, and the planets Saturn and Uranus, but particularly
Uranus, as Saturn is actually the ruler of Capricorn. While Pisces is Female, Mutable Water and the planets
Jupiter and Neptune, but really Neptune as Sagittarius is ruled by Jupiter. I would like to say, so there is your
obvious difference, but I realize all that, for most people, is as clear as a physics equation is to me.
Female, Mutable, Water is saying, receptive, sensitive and adaptable, while Jupiter, who by itself has
philosophic and religious leanings, is super charged, when Neptune who is the completely spiritually dedicated
mystic, joins in. So together they can be précised as ‘Big Dreams’. These two are responsible for Pisces
classic ‘big heart’ and love of warm fuzzies, and the ever adaptable nature of christianity, to morph itself into
any cultural belief and eventually parasitism it.
Aquarius is diametrically opposed to this. Being Male, Fixed, Air, it is the rational scientist who needs and
loves facts, and once they have set themselves upon a understanding, lo and behold anyone who wishes to
change that view. Saturn will support this stubborn streak, while Uranus will have them following their own
path no matter what. Indeed it is almost more important to have your own opinion, than for it to actually be
‘right’, which naturally to them it is anyway. Uranus is not an idle scholar, it is multi level thinking and
conceptualizing, so there is no frontier off limits to the Aquarian. But at the bottom of it all, is the rational
truth. They know what they know.
We see this so clearly in Darwin’s story. Indeed the sabian symbol for his Sun degree – which is his ‘spirits
purpose’ – is “A man turning his back on his passions and teaching from experience.” He knew what were
the facts, and could not deny them. His Jupiter, the planet of learning and social morality ,

is “ A man

bringing down the new law from Sinai”…… This is where humanity now stands, we have all the facts, and they
do not point to a creator God, beyond electro magnetism, as being a tenable proposition any longer. With this

awakening comes the need for the inner sense of self responsibility to be developed. We are responsible for
ourselves, our thoughts, feelings, emotions and actions. Just as in Pisces we need to ‘get with God’, now we
need to realize we are moving towards being that creator God, and with this comes responsibility ( Saturn )
and creative freedoms ( Uranus ).

There is no Rush, Maybe.
Now there is no rush, if all things are as they should be, and evolution unfolds as many philosophies have
suggested. Then humanity has some 2400 years to move to this stage of development , before the Aquarian
age finishes, and we move into the Capricorn age for the following 2156 years.
However…………. I have conjectured that due to the environmental pollution of the past 250 years, humans
are changing the environment to such a degree that ‘natural human life’ will very shortly no longer be
possible. We only need to look at the graphs of CO2 density in the atmosphere, to see we are nearing the
point where the graph is going straight up. In all ’life cycle‘ graphs, this vertical phase is the last phase of
every cycle, just before a collapse occurs. Now CO2 is the least of our problems, as every other chemical and
compound known to humans is also filling our environment at the same rate. Look at the cancer rate ( 1 in 25
in 1960 and now 1 in 3) for an image of the rate of decline caused by these other ‘environmental’ causes. Add
the potential for a GE or nanotechnology escapee, and human extinction, even within my lifetime, is a very
real possibility.
Back in the 90s, when I first wrote my ‘Greenhouse Gases’ article, I proposed a conjecture, that linked the
curve of CO2 in the environment to the lifespan of humanity. When the CO2 graph reaches vertical, so the
environment will no longer support aerobic human life. At the time, based upon the time scale of the graph
itself, I supposed this point would be reached around 2035, give or take a few years.
As dramatic as this might seem, there is a upside to this story.
When a plant goes off to seed early, it does set viable seed, but only a fraction of the number it would have
set, if allowed to go through its normal life cycle. So similarly, just as increased light and heat will send a
plant to seed early, so this process of toxic chemical environmental degradation is sending humanity off to
seed early. What does this mean?
Steiner’s evolution story, along with others, says that we have two more 2150 year stages to evolve through
before we become ‘Angels’, who no longer need physical bodies, yet are ‘energetically creative beings’. Thus
if we are moving to the stage of no longer being able to have a physical body, because the Earth is no longer
a ‘fertile field’ for this, then it says we also have the opportunity to take the ‘consciousness express’ to the
‘Angel’ stage, which will be reached just as extinction occurs. Thus, while our physical evolution is coming to
an end, our consciousness evolution is in hyper-drive. We have the opportunity to reach the end of the 7th
post atlantean period by 2035. This puts the end of the 6th post atlantean period in 2012.
So what I have outlined as the task of the Aquarian Age, has in fact already achieved by many, and we are
now (2013) at the beginning of the Capricorn Age.
Hence the need to make a clarification between the Aquarian stage, of firstly awakening to the killing the
creator god,

and then making the requisite adaptations to self responsibility and moral security; before

moving onto the Capricornian stage of actually becoming a responsible ‘creator God’, yourself.
Capricorn is the corporate builder. These are people who play the ‘long game’. They are prepared to put brick
on brick for a long time, till the factory is in place, to turn out the goods for a very long time into the future.
As the Saturn, Earth signs they are all about what’s real and the practical manifestation of their plans. My
‘glenopathic ‘ reference has Capricorn as the sign of the second Saturn process, which is the end part of any
cycle. For plants it is the ripening of the fruit, for humans it is old age and the ‘seed’ we have left behind for
future generations. In general cycles it is the ’final outcome’. So this is a fitting influence for the age where
humans ‘ripen’ into angels.
If we are ‘going off to seed early’ , there will not be much of a base for us to draw upon. There will also be a
‘reduced’ number of angels to ‘drop out’ of this process, so many, many people will not make this ’jump’.
Especially if they do not know it is available to them.
Everything is moving very fast. Given we may ‘travel’ 2000 years of consciousness in the next 20 years, that
is 100 years of 1801 consciousness, every year. Think what changes occurred in your grandmothers lifetime.

This is our potential change every year…………
So this suggests there is indeed not much time, to a) Kill the creator God and b) truly become a responsible
energetic creator god yourself.
On the other hand, maybe you do have 4000 years to achieve this……
Either way the process is bigger than us individually, and all we really have to do, is be open to the ride that
is taking place, naturally. We need to say, yes, to keep cleaning up our astrality, while being with Spirit, and
keep moving.

